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The Dr. Karen Keifer-Boyd Upstander Story

I remember a group of misbehaving, bullying boys in second grade.

One day, the teacher sent them to the “time-out” table, where they were 
supposed to sit quietly, but they continued their disruptive behavior.

She then sent me to the same table and placed art supplies on the table.

I could see thI could see that the boys craved attention and got attention by bullying and 
being bad.

So, I decided to give them lots of attention and showed them how to use 
the art materials on the table to decorate plastic bottles to look like 

animals. They loved doing this–and 
forgot about causing trouble!

When the teacher came to check on us, she When the teacher came to check on us, she was thrilled to see us all quietly 
making art together. She praised us, and the boys beamed with pride. Because 
they were recognized and appreciated, they no longer felt the need to seek 

attention by being bad. We became good friends that year and 
made a lot of art together. 

This was the beginning of my life’s work as Upstander and art teacher.       

DDr. Karen Keifer-Boyd is the Chair of the Curricular Team of Scholars (C-Team) at Have Art: Will Travel! At Penn State 
University in Pennsylvania, she is Professor of Art Education and Women’s, Gender, & Sexuality Studies. She is also Art 

Education Graduate Officer of Penn State’s School of Visual Arts.

NOTE: THE C-TEAM IS AVAILABLE TO HELP TEACHERS INCORPORATE THIS COMIC BOOK INTO 
THEIR CLASS LEARNING EXPERIENCE. PLEASE CONTACT HAWT@HAVEARTWILLTRAVEL.ORG
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“Bee, The Brave Upstander”
an educational initiative
of the non-profit

Have Art: Will Travel (HAWT) 
for courageous kindness
invites submissions of comic

or graphic narror graphic narratives for publication
as part of hawt’s series addressing
becoming a courageous upstander.

This project started when HAWT/Sein’s
college interns (working at either the Tribeca NY Studio

or remotely during Covid) suggested
they write and illustrate 
a story based on the artist’sa story based on the artist’s
art and the upstander missions

of the non-profit.
The stories in this series follow the adventures

of a youngster named Bee
who personally experiences or witnesses victimization.

Bee finds the power of art helps to inspire
the Bullied, Bulthe Bullied, Bully, Bystander, and Brave Upstander

to display courageous kindness
to become an everyday hero.

 
To submit a comic/graphic narrative,

Go to https://www.haveartwilltravel.org/
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A Brave Upstander is someone who has 
the courage and confidence to stand 
up to bullies and defend those in need
by being kind and thinking about what
other people might be feeling–that’s 
called empathy. 
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Art can be a catalyst 
for dialogue, empathy 
and upstander action. 

Art can be a catalyst 
for dialogue, empathy, 
and upstander action. 
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